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Constitutional amendments

This Veida we managed to pass a brand new constitution! To view this please
email Imi and imi@fzy.org.uk

Results of the elections

▪ Veida
voted
to
elect
Imi
Wise
for
a
second
year
as
FZY's

Web Version  
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Mazkira.
▪ Veida

reaffirmed
support
to
Save
a
Child's
Heart
as
FZY's
chosen
Israel
Charity.

▪ Veida
voted
to
support
Teenage
Cancer
Trust
as
FZY's
chosen
Israel
Charity.

▪ Veida
voted
in
Maddie
Salt
as
FZY's
Year
Course
Ambassador

▪ Veida
voted
in
Dan
Shomron
as
the
Editor
of
the



Young
Zionist

List of other resolutions passed

The Motion for Fieldworker in Northern Hadracha sessions once a month. 
TVN: Within Hadracha Aleph and Bet in Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow etc. it
would be beneficial if a fieldworker comes once a month. 
TVB: It would build a better relationship between fieldworkers and people in the
north, and give them more opportunities and push them to do more FZY things. 
TVSS: People in the north feel less rejected, people in the north will carry on with
FZY for a lot longer which could lead to a Northern fieldworker. People in the
North feel more comfortable at FZY activities e.g. Hadsem, Veida.

Submitted by Emily Tobias 
Seconded by Louis Duschenes

Fresh milk in the FZY London Office 
TVN: Milk that isn’t expired will always be present in the FZY office for communal
use 
• Milk will be bought regularly to keep fresh and unexpired 
• Milk will be kept in the fridge 
TVB: Chanichim who wish to have tea/coffee/cold or hot chocolate and Imi won’t
be bullied about off milk 
TVS: Milk is an important that is versatile/delicious and everyone should always
have access to use of it

Submitted by Alex Black 
Seconded by Yasmin Cohen

Creative Committee 
TVN: Within FZY there are often unnecessary repetitions in discussions e.g.
ideas on zionism. There are lots of ideas FZY leaders and participants want to
share but not everyone has access to the leaders/participants opinions or beliefs 
TVB: The chanichim will benefit from people's contribution 
TVS: A platform where people can express their ideas e.g. through an online
forum

Submitted by Tovy & Joel 
Seconded by Robin

Keeping up with Ghanaians 
TVN: there is no real/true connection between FZY and Ghana before and after
Netina 



• We all feel passionate about helping the Ghanain community but we no longer
feel connected or involved with the work we did throughout the two weeks of
being there 
TVB: the netina trip is very powerful and has the potential to make a long-term
difference for the communities in Ghana 
TVM: Post netina there must be follow up sessions to continue working with the
community and to stay connected to give Netina participants a proper opportunity
to make a change through e.g. a campaign

Submitted by Lauren, Anna and Cameron 
Seconded by Renee

Motion Motion: 
TVN: skipping is an excellent form of exercise, it is an efficient method of travel
and skipping is underrated 
TVB: many people take joy in skipping and people may not appreciate the
aforementioned benefits of skipping before trying at it 
TVSS: when hiking/on tour, a brief skipping period is required → unless someone
is medically unfit or it is inappropriate e.g. Mount Herzel

Submitted by Charlie Berman 
Seconded by Sophie Baxter

The Policy Lapse Update Motion: 
TVN: At Veida 2014 , it was decided that policy which has not been renewed
should be removed 
• The Big Thicccc (formerly phat) book of veida motions keeps a record of the
past five years, carried motions 
• For a motion to be renewed it must be resubmitted, debated and voted upon 
TVB: The process for renewing policy is unnecessarily long 
• The process should be expedited for some motions 
• Uncontroversial policy could be renewed without debate 
TVM: At each veida the steering committee should go through the motions that
are due to lapse and decide which should be reproposed 
• The steering committee will propose these as starred motions (to be voted on
with no debate) 
• These motions should be completed in one plenary session, with any motion
that is destarred (as can be requested by any delegate) able to be postponed to a
later plenary session.

Submitted by Nathan D 
Seconded by Charlotte C and Dan S



The Israel for Dummies Motion: 
TVN: chanichim may not have any previous knowledge about Israel or Israeli
politics. Chanichim may not fully understand the term Zionism. Chanichim may
feel uncomfortable and may struggle when having conversations about these
topics. 
TVB: chanichim would benefit from having knowledge on these topics. As future
leaders, chanichim would be better able to educate their own chanichim on these
topics. Chanichim feel uncomfortable and unable to factually comment in
discussions about these topics. 
TVM: FZY have a few sessions at the beginning of Hadracha Aleph where Israeli
politics and Zionism and Israel are broken down really REALLY simply and into
basic terms so that Chanichim who are not politically aware have an
understanding of Israel, Jewish ideals / Zionism are able to contribute to future
sessions and have a basic knowledge.

Motion by Joely Spevick 
Seconded by Georgia Fishman

Changing the Charity Motion (Name TBC) 
TVN: the charity structure of FZY is currently quite weak - it’s spread too thin
across too many charities that people aren’t necessarily passionate about. FZY is
not doing anything to support a lot of the charities it claims to support 
TVB: by reducing the number of charities and increasing our support in a
structured way, we will have a greater impact. By doing this, we will be fulfilling
FZY’s aims more appropriately 
TVM: that 2 charities will be voted on for the year to be supported by FZY. The
person who suggests a charity that is voted in is required to oversee the running
of one event throughout the year - whether that be FZY organised or taking part in
a charity 
TVSS: that one charity is British and one is Israeli

The Perspective Motion: 
TVN: being a youth movement, most members share similar opinions/ ideologies.
FZY campaign against Antisemitism and Anti Zionism. 
TVB: to truly combat antisemitism, a non-Jewish voice is needed. By bringing
new and different people in, we bring in new perspectives and viewpoints. 
TVSS: an annual event is held where people can bring non-Jewish friends. This
should include topics on anti-semitism and Israel.

Motion submitted by Charlie berman 
Seconded by Joel Landschaft-Singe

Noar? No-fun! 



TVN: FZY has a recurring programme for chanichim under-tour age in London
which is heavily undersubscribed in comparison to Manchester. The
advertisement of this programme is less visible than other programmes. 201
children are currently signed up for camp, so there is a disconnection between
summer programmes and year-long ones. 
TVB: due to the lack of participants there are fewer leadership opportunities for
hadracha-niks in London. A rebranding of Noar would increase popularity 
TVS: Noar and Chavurot needs to be spoken about consistently on camp in order
to raise awareness. Signups for Noar should be released as soon as possible.
This programme should be mostly focussed on creating a relationship between
the chanichim and the movement that leads them to continue with FZY in the
future thus creating the next generation of leaders. The Noar programme should
incorporate more get to know you games and social activities rather than solely
educational programmes. The relationship between Hadracha and Noar should
be strengthened. Hadracha should be given the opportunity to lead a session and
write the peulot.

Proposed by Libbi Wise 
Seconded by Ellie Radford

Motion Title: Fly with FZY 
TVN: that participants also come from the north and travelling to London is
tiresome and expensive and often unnecessary. El-Al also now operates from
Manchester to Israel. It causes unnecessary stress to attempt to arrive in time for
flights in London when driving from the north. 
TVB: it will relieve stress to allow northern participants to fly to FZY international
programs, e.g. Year Course, from an airport in the north. It is often cheaper to
allow participants to fly from manchester than paying for taxis and coaches to
London 
TVSS: that northern participants are given the option to fly from a closer airport
rather than London to FZY programs taking place outside the UK. Kedma and up.

Motion submitted by: Rebecca Myers 
Seconded by: Louis Duschenes

Motion: For the phone rule to be used more strictly 
TVN: phones are important to contact family members and friends but can also
distract participants from enjoying activities 
TVB: FZY programmes (excl. Tour, Netina and Kesher USA) participants have
too much access to their phones 
TVM: scheduled 1hr phone time every other day during free time/tuck 
TVS: when a participant has less contact with parents, they can form a stronger
bond with madrichim. If a child needs to have contact with parents more



frequently, FZY should be told before. Let the chanichim have more access to
their phones in special circumstances.

Submitted by: Maddie Salt 
Seconded: Anna Helbitz

Footballs coming home (to FZY) 
TVN: Football brings the world together. Football brings joy to the many. 
TVB: Football ought to come home. FZY will benefit greatly with a football 
TVM: a football is brought to every FZY event

Proposed - Harrison 
Seconded - Ross

No conflict seminar if there is no conflict: 
TVN: FZY is a pluralist movement and thus should be dedicated to presenting a
pro palestinian view of the Israeli Arab conflict. At the conflict seminar on tour
there is no conflict as both speakers are pro israel. 
TVB: At conflict seminar should involve conflict. There should be a pro Israel point
of view and a pro palestine point of view. In order for chanichim to be fully
educated on the Arab israeli conflict and will be able to make up their own minds
about zionism 
TVM: There is a pro palestinian representative that lives in Israel or the West
Bank to be on conflict seminar on tour

Submitted by: Emily Tobias 
Seconded: Joel

The CUP (cancel unrecyclable plastics) Motion: 
TVN: There is a lot of plastic waste after FZY events e.g. plastic cups. 
TVB: We have a responsibility to reduce waste as stewards of the planet. Waste
is bad for the environment and difficult to clear up. 
TVSS: It is made obligatory that everyone brings their own reusable bottle to
events and that plastic cups are not available for use. If someone forgets, there
should be FZY merch bottles available for purchase.

Submitted by: Ella Zazou Broomberg 
Seconded by: Toby Onona

Motion: Time for FZY (Zman FZY) 
TVN: that year course is a mainly american filled program 
• The importance of having an FZY identity on year course 
• Zman FZY only happens in Jerusalem 



TVB: FZY is a vital part of year course programming and that its important 
• That it gives a space for the Brits to be British on a very American programme
in Israel 
• Zman FZY is important for group bonding & identity 
TVM: That FZY time (a.k.a Zman FZY) takes place in both Tel Aviv semester and
Jerusalem semester

Submitted by Rebecca Myers 
Seconded by Joel

The ‘Yet to be Titled’ motion: 
TVN: Pluralism is important to FZY thus equality is important to FZY. In the past,
queer members of FZY have not felt able to express their identity on FZY
programmes. 
TVB: FZY should be a space where being queer and Jewish is celebrated and not
just tolerated. 
TVM: Keshet training for all madrichim. 
TVSS: Homophobic actions should be dealt with just as any other discriminatory
actions.

Proposed by Charlotte Cooper 
Seconded by Jack

Motion: The Young Zionist Awards 
TVN: FZY has no event which reflects on the years successes 
• The young zionist is the institution in FZY that comments on the movement
topics surrounding its ideology (movement both within and outside the
movement) 
TVB: people would care more about the YZ and the movement as a whole if there
is an event that recognizes what we have achieved that year 
• By recognising our success, we are more likely to improve on this and be an
even better youth movement that is valued by the wider Jewish community 
TVSS: an award ceremony at the end of all of FZY’s summer programmes

Submitted by Joel 
Seconded by Dan

DisABILITY: 
TVN: That chanachim on FZY programming all have different physical/medical
needs and that not all activities can be accessible/suitable for everyone 
• In the past an extra madrich/a has been provided to manage these needs where
required 
TVB: That chanichim would benefit from having an alternative activity when the



planned one e.g. a hike, isn’t accessible/suitable for their needs 
TVM: that all FZY programming is assessed for accessibility and alternative
activities organised for participants that can’t join in with the rest of the group’s
activity

Submitted by Rebecca Myer 
Seconded by Jenni greenfield

The ‘giving the services a service’ motion 
TVN: FZY is a pluralist youth movement which offers 3 services for shabbat 
• There is a small amount of training for services for tour but not currently for
camp 
TVB: Leaders are not always confident in leading the services 
• Services are not often filled to the standard should be 
TVM: there should be more training for leaders for FZY summer programmes for
all 3 services 
• If there is no one to be able to deliver the training, FZY should send someone to
do so 
Submitted by Jack W 
Seconded by Maddie

Coffee Cup Motion 
TVN: Over 3 billion single use coffee cups are thrown away every year in the UK
(house of commons audit committee 2018) 
• Of this number, only 0.25% can be recycled properly, meaning the vast majority
are thrown into landfills 
TVB: FZY should reduce coffee cups waste by reducing the quantity of single use
coffee cups available at coffee stations at FZY events and encourage participants
to use reusable cups 
TVSS: FZY reduce the quantity of single use coffee cups on camp and add
reusable cups/flasks to future kit list

Submitted by Ethan Issacs 
Seconded by Nathan

Conflict On Campus Motion: 
TVN: Anti Semitism on campus is on the rise and is increasingly becoming a
problem for the jewish students. Not every student goes to uni able to answer
difficult questions about israel. It will be helpful to know before uni who to contact
to report anti-semitism. A session was run this year which was found to be helpful
by participants. 
TVB: By having a yearly session that by running an annual session, jewish
students of any age would feel more prepared and secure when approaching



university 
TVSS: FZY hold an annual session in June for university students before the term
1 starts - joint with UJS if possible 
• Open to any university student regardless of involvement in FZY

Submitted by Ruby Kalms 
Seconded by Ross Waterman

Let’s talk about Atid: 
TVN that FZY is a part of a partnership with Young Judaea in America and the
Tzofim in Israel. That the majority of members are unaware of this partnership. 
TVB: that it’s important that members are aware of Atid. 
TVSS: That Atid is talked about on FZY programmes and explained further during
Hadracha years in preparation for interaction with YJ and the Tzofim on YC and
camp TY.

Motion by Rebecca Myers 
Seconded by Jennifer Greenfield

Motion: Introducing family time to camp programmes 
TVN: introducing family time to offek, kesher, kesher usa, netina and tour 
TVB: that having family time allows a safe and comfortable space where
participants can feel more at home during the rest of the programme and bonding
with different people 
TVS: That before programme commences, the family groups are made and that
not all friends are put together so that new bonds are made

Submitted by Maddie Salt 
Seconded by Jack Issacs

The Pizur Motion 
TVN: on some FZY programmes pizur money is offered in order to buy food 
• This money is set at a fixed amount for a specific number of people 
• People are forced to form groups at this specific number to get money 
• Often there are divisibility problems 
TVB: by enforcing groups to have a set size can lead to people being left out or
joining groups with people they don’t know 
• There should still be a minimum group size 
TVSS: the movement endeavours to have exact change for at least 20% of
participants when providing pizur 
• Pizur money should be provide as it is currently (with a set amount given to a
fixe group size) but with the option for groups to increase their size by individual
members (with the extra money able to be provided in exact change)



Submitted by Nathan Domnitz 
Seconded by Charlotte Cooper

Leadings in Leeds 
TVN: There is a small FZY presence which is likely to diminish further due to the
lack of retainees for Hadracha. For those who do move onto Hadracha, they are
few in number and hence suffer as a result. 
TVB: That FZY should be represented in the North in order to increase
participants on camps and tour. It is also unfair to receive a subpar Hadracha
experience based on geographical location. 
TVM: In order to improve the situation in Leeds support is needed from the
movement team, in order to run more regular sessions. We can attract the kids
but there is not enough presence to create FZYniks. Key Hadracha events should
be held locally/option to have at least one northern one in Leeds. There should be
a greater commitment to give a similar Hadracha experience regardless of
numbers attending. (clearly activities may have to be different)

Submitted by: Jenni 
Seconded: Lucy

The plural motion: 
TVN: It is FZY policy to incorporate Hebrew into our day to day activities. Words
regularly used include chanicha, madricha 
TVB: There is often confusion about how to use the pluralised of these words
when incorporated in English sentences. E.g. I’m chanichim. There can also be
confusion due to Hebrew being a gendered language. Without correct grammar,
society could collapse. 
TVS: FZY produces an information sheet explaining how to use plural in Hebrew.

The Plural Plural Motion 
This information sheet should also include the options of gendered-neutral
language such as madrichol and madrichmot. Leaders must always correct
anyone they hear using incorrect pluralised forms

Proposed by: Nathan Domnitz 
Seconded by: Joel

The Zionist Hero Motion: 
TVN: Most people stand up and point to the first friend they see instead of an
actual zionist hero. 
TVB: By banning people from saying their friends, it will allow people to consider
someone who is a genuine zionist hero and has inspired them- whether through
history and personally. 



TVSS: People have to come up with a genuine zionist hero from their lives not
just their friends.

Submitted by: Ross Waterman 
Seconded by: Ruby Kalms

The ‘Give me freedom’ Motion: 
TVN: Everyone who has a nut allergy, especially Daniella Levy must clean the
Benchers on a regular basis to ensure no risk. 
TVB: It is crucial for safety. 
TVM: before dinner starts they should come and clean all resources used by
chanichim.

Motion by: Daniella Levy 
Seconded by: Emily and Beth

The Who-Dunnit Motion: 
TVN: murder mystery puelot are God-tier. If you don’t like murder mystery there
is something significantly lacking in your life. This will, in turn, fill that gap. 
TVM: FZY participans deserve a murder mystery peula at least once a year, and
will engage in a murder mystery peula during at least either bogsem, veida or
hadsem.

Submitted: Harrison Berg 
Seconded: Joel L-S

The recommitment to Chavurot Seminar (Chavsem) Motion: 
TVN: At veida 2017, ‘The Chavsem/Hadsem motion’ was passed. Strong
suggesting that FZY run a weekend seminar for theitr hadracha cohort and for
chavruot members 
• These events were successful in 2017 and 2018 
• Chavsem did not happen in 2019 
TVB: Chavsem is an opportunity for younger and new members of FZY to
experience an FZY shabbat away from a summer camp 
• Chavsem succeeded in recruiting new members for local activities and in
increasing camp and tour sign up 
TVSS: Chavsem is reinstated as an annual programme

Submitted by Nathan 
Seconded by Emily T

The Motion for Balanced Education for Madrichim: 
TVN: Madrichim on Israel Tour talk about the Conflict. It is vital we ensure



Madrichim have different sides to present. 
TVM: madrichim spend time with Yachad and Standwithus (or equivalent) during
tour training or seminar. 
TVSS: the same or similar is run for all madrichim.

Submitted by Peter Strauss 
Seconded by Rebecca Myers

The hole in the wall motion 
TVN: the significance of visiting synagogues when on international FZY trips 
• The necessity for gender equality during FZY trips 
TVB: that FZY attending sexist shabbat services undermines their pluralist values
TVSS: that FZY does not attend shabbat services that condone gender
exclusivity

Submitted by Ariella 
Seconded by Ella B

The Soup motion 
TVN: there is not currently matza crackers and crutons at friday night dinner that
are always there all the time 
TVB: matza crackers and croutons enhance the soup 
• It makes the soup taste nicer and less boring 
TVSS: There must be matza rackers and croutons at every friday night meal at
any FZY event that happens

Submitted by Alex Mandel 
Seconded by Dan S

Anti-’Like’ Motion: 
TVN: The word ‘like’ is overused in sentences and is unnecessary 
• It is frustrating and must be limited 
• Chanichim must widen their vocabulary 
TVB: Chanichim will learn new words 
• Chanichim’s linguistic skills will improve 
• Chanichim will be ridiculed less 
TVS: A limit of 5 ‘likes’ per point is allowed per chanichim 
• This will be monitored 
• Those who fail to abide will not be punished, just viewed as lesser by society 
Submitted by Alex Black 
Seconded by Ross Waterman
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